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Business & Media Institute
“Finally there is an organized effort to put an end to the embarrassing media bias
against the free market – and we can thank the folks at BMI for it. From oil price
reality checks to the underreported success of the most recent tax cuts, Business &
Media Institute gets it done.”

– Vicki McKenna, host, “Upfront w/Vicki McKenna”
News/Talk 1310 WIBA, Madison, Wis.
 

     Journalists are challenged every day to make sense of complicated business and
economic issues. The Business & Media Institute (formerly the Free Market Project) aims
to help the media do that essential job as well as possible and to monitor their
performance.

     According to a survey by the National Council on Economic Education, 79% of
Americans get the majority of their economic information from television. The study
determined that an astounding 61% of the general public could not answer questions about
basic economic concepts. These results show that most Americans do not understand or
appreciate our nation's dynamic free enterprise system. Unfortunately, the single most
powerful cultural force in America – the news and entertainment media – often don't either.
Even good journalists, who are bombarded with mountains of information daily, need a
helping hand to have an informed understanding of our nation’s free enterprise system.

     Before the Media Research Center (MRC) launched the Business & Media Institute
(BMI) in 1992, there was no entity in America devoted solely to analyzing and exposing the
anti-free enterprise culture of the media. With the BMI in operation, that void has been
filled.

     The mission of BMI is to audit the media’s coverage of the free enterprise system. It is
our goal to bring balance to economic reporting and to promote fair portrayal of the
business community in the media. Providing resources for journalists, such as connections
to sources who can speak intelligently about the economy, is one way we pursue this end.
BMI is the economics division of the Media Research Center, and it is the only organization
in the world dedicated to the unique challenge of correcting misconceptions about free
enterprise in the media.

     BMI has produced numerous pieces of research, many of which received critical
acclaim in the national media. BMI focuses on the culture of the free enterprise system.
Analysts research and assess material concerning taxes, regulation, government spending,
the environment, Social Security, and business.

     America needs the Business & Media Institute to assist the media and challenge them
to produce material that is both accurate and informed. The Media Research Center and the
Business & Media Institute intend to continue this important work, but only by working
together can we ensure accurate coverage of one of America’s greatest assets – its free
enterprise system.

     The Business & Media Institute is a division of the Media Research Center, a nonprofit
watchdog organization that strives to bring balance and responsibility to the media. Its
other divisions include:

• Cybercast News Service (CNSNews.com), an indispensable on-line source
for news as it should be reported – accurate, balanced, and unfiltered.
• TimesWatch, another Web venture of the MRC, follows The New York
Times and exposes inaccuracies and glaring bias in news coverage.
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